4 Highland Road, Bromley Cross, Bolton BL7 9NL

Grand designs
Extended and re-modeled by Studio SDA who won ‘Best Residential Concept Design’ and ‘Best Residential Architectural Practice’ for the ‘Northern Design Awards’ from 2016-2018. This upgraded 70s build stands out for all
the right reasons. Walls were removed, rooms were added and every surface stripped back creating a striking split level home, designed for easy living. Each area in this spacious home is meticulously planned to give a feeling of
openness combined with a rich quality of natural light. With three double bedrooms, two bathrooms and fabulous open plan living, this property is sure to impress.
Pull onto the driveway and prepare to discover something a little different…

A bright welcome
Step inside, passing a handy wc to your left, neatly concealed with a sliding oak door. Oak flooring extends underfoot, flowing through to the rooms that require a practical finish whilst the geometric carpet adds style and
glamour to the bedrooms and stairs. Continue on and note how the living areas all connect gently with cleverly zoned areas for cooking, dining and relaxing and the fresh white colour palette links the whole house creating a
harmonious flow. You have two bedrooms and a bathroom on this level. Both of the bedrooms are doubles and both with oodles of space for your furniture although one already has built-in wardrobes.
The bathroom is spacious and bright with its pristine suite and contemporary tiles.
Continue through to the hub of the home…your show-stopping kitchen. If cooking is your passion then you will be in your element with this bespoke kitchen. Sleek and stylish yet practical and designed to last with its
contemporary white cabinets, a breakfast bar and integrated appliances. for even more storage pass through the kitchen and come into the utility where you have more cabinets and workspace to keep the smooth sleek surfaces
in the kitchen clutter free.
Take a step down to find the dining room on a slightly lower level, bi-fold doors open out to the garden from here making this the perfect entertaining space during those long summer months.
Retrace your steps through the open plan lounge and take the gentle tread of the stairs where floor to ceiling glass and statement lighting adds a sense of drama to this area. Emerge on the landing before exploring another
double bedroom. This room has fabulous far-reaching views and a nifty divider has been added to the room creating a half wall for your bed to rest so you can wake up and make the most of the views...who needs curtains? His
& Hers wardrobes give you masses of storage in this room. Refresh and unwind in the contemporary bathroom...bath or shower? you have the best of both worlds in this spacious en suite.

A little extra
In 2015 the property was extended and virtually re-built giving you peace of mind that you can move in and relax knowing that everything has been taken care of from the roof, outside lights and sockets to the heating and
wiring, you even have a Hive Active Heating system lets you control the heating remotely from your mobile so you need never walk into a cold house!

Out & about
Located in one of Bolton's must sought after areas, Bromley Cross. Highland Road is situated just off Chapeltown Road , a great position for convenience with the Village centre, local schooling and Bromley Cross Rail Station
all just a short walk away. For those of you who want a more active lifestyle, this property is perfectly placed on the fringe of the West Pennine Moors close to stunning countryside including the Jumbles country park, this
location is perfect for country walks and a variety of outdoor pursuits.
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